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Agenda
What we’ll cover during 

today’s live session
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How to tap into your donors’ giving 

potential with a personalized giving 

experience

What your nonprofit can do to 

incentivize recurring giving throughout 

the donation process

How to promote your recurring giving 

program on your website

Why donors should have direct control 

over their giving plans



How to tap into your donors’ giving potential with a 
personalized donor experience



A brief history & why it’s important
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Started in 2012

by 92nd St Y and is now 

recognized as the global day of 

generosity.

Takes place every Tuesday after 

Thanksgiving. Often compared 

to as the Black Friday or Cyber 

Monday for nonprofits.

Biggest giving day 

of the year with an estimated 

35 million adults participating 

in 2021. 

Generosity pours in

more and more every year, 

with a record $2.71 billion 

donated in 2021. 
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Your donors are looking for a

simpler giving experience.



$402B
left on the table each year by for-profit brands that are unable to provide simple consumer 

experiences
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86%
of consumers would leave a brand after a few poor experiences
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The for-profit industry drives 

expectations for the consumer 

experience.
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To avoid a widening gap between consumer and 

donor experiences, nonprofits need to adopt for-

profit advancements.
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What does this type of modernized 
experience look like for nonprofits?
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Standalone donation forms

aren’t cutting it anymore.
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Off-site donation forms disrupt the
donation experience, conversions & tracking.
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Did you know…

7 in 100
donors click a donate button

1 in 7
will complete their donation
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Create a lasting giving experience that your supporters 
will want to come back to.
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

How long does it take to 

complete a donation?

Are there too many required 

data fields?

Is there a recurring giving 

option so one-time donors can 

upgrade?

Do you offer multiple payment 

options?

Is every donor receiving the 

same generic experience?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

How long does it take to 

complete a donation?

How many clicks does it take for someone to 
complete a donation? The longer it takes, the 

higher chance of donation abandonment.

Did you know that conversion rate drops at least 
8% with off-site donation forms?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

Are there too many required 

data fields?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

Is there a recurring giving 

option so one-time donors can 

upgrade?

Did you know that you can convert up to 30% of 

one-time donors to recurring donors with an 

recurring giving upsell?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

Do you offer multiple payment 

options?

Did you know that 20% of donors give using PayPal, 

and offering it has a nearly 7% positive impact on 

conversion?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

Is every donor receiving the 

same generic experience?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

Is every donor receiving the 

same generic experience?
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Test your giving experience

See how you can make improvements

Is every donor receiving the 

same generic experience?
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What your nonprofit can do to incentivize recurring 

giving
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Is it clear to your donors that you have a 
recurring giving program?
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This GivingTuesday, take the opportunity to 
share the news through digital channels like 

website, email marketing, social media.
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Animal Haven is seeing GivingTuesday revenue 
grow 50% every year.



How to promote recurring giving on your website
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Promote your recurring giving 
program on your homepage.
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Create a dedicated landing page for those 
interested in learning more.
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Let supporters choose which specific need their 
contribution is going toward
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Share why their recurring gift matters
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Include the monthly option on your online 
donation form.
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Don’t forget to prompt one-time donors to 
upgrade their gift during checkout.



Why donors should have direct control over their giving 
plans
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Your donors want more flexibility
Let them control their giving online with a donor portal

A donor portal adds to the 

overall donor experience. They 

will appreciate the 

thoughtfulness. 

Donors will trust you more

because they don’t have to go 

through a long and tedious 

process. 

You’ll retain more donors

because donors might not 

outright cancel if there are 

more flexible options. 

Your will save time on 

administrative tasks because 

donors can make changes on 

their own time. 
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Allow donors to pause, 

update the frequency, 

or cancel plans to fit 

their changing lifestyle.
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Send an automated email 

when a payment fails.
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Give donors around-the-clock access to all of 

their donation receipts.



Ask me a question 🙋♀️



Thank you! 💚

nhu@fundraiseup.com


